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Abstract 
Cimmino's and Kaczmarz's methods are two classes of row projection (RP) methods for solving structured 
linear systems efficiently on parallel computers. They have been extended for solving nonlinear systems. 
Since the convergence rates of the two methods are unsatisfactorily slow, several acceleration schemes for the 
Kaczmarz method have been proposed. In this paper, we refine and improve the existing acceleration techniques 
and develop a new acceleration scheme for both of the methods. The new scheme involves finding points closest 
to a solution x* along some lines. Since x* is not known a priori, recursion formulas are derived. Three new 
accelerated algorithms--two f r the linear Kaczmarz method and the linear Cimmino method and the other 
one for the nonlinear Cimmino method--are presented. The convergence of the three proposed algorithms is 
proved. The linear accelerated Kaczmarz algorithm and Cimmino algorithm converge globally. The nonlinear 
accelerated Cimmino algorithm converges locally. An important characteristic is that the accelerated Cimmino 
method retains the same degree of parallelism as the unaccelerated one. Results of initial numerical experiments 
with new algorithms are presented. 
Keywords: Kaczmarz method; Cimmino method; Closest point; Acceleration of convergence 
1. Introduction 
We consider the following consistent system of equations: 
fl(x) ) 
F(x) = : = O, 
fro(x) 
(1) 
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m where each fk(x) : I~ N ~ ~s~ is a block of linear or nonlinear functions for k = 1 . . . . .  m, ~--~k--l St = N, 
and F(x) : ~N ~ ~N. Throughout the paper we always have the following assumptions. 
Assumption 1. F(x) is twice continuously differentiable. 
Let Jk(x) be the Jacobian matrix of the kth block function fk(x),  and J(x) be the Jacobian matrix 
of the function F(x). 
Assumption 2. J(x*) is a full-rank matrix, where x* is a solution to the system (1). 
We only use the two-norm in this paper. 
Cimmino's and Kaczmarz's methods are two classes of row projection (RP) methods for solv- 
ing structured linear systems efficiently on parallel computers [1,2,4,14,16]. Some extensions for 
solving nonlinear systems have been discussed in [7,8,10,11,13]. Furthermore, two whole families 
of relaxation methods can be developed by introducing relaxation parameters [ 11 ]. Generally the 
convergence rates of the relaxation families are excessively slow. In order to improve the convergence 
rates of the families, several acceleration schemes have been proposed in [3,5,6,9,12,15,17]. We 
mainly consider the class of schemes given in [5,6,9]. All of the previous work only considered 
accelerating the Kaczmarz family. Basically the Kaczmarz family is a successive projection method. 
The previous work accelerates it by finding the closest point to the solution x* on the line connecting 
two consecutive iteration points after one cycle of projections. 
In this paper we refine and improve the above acceleration techniques, and develop a new accelera- 
tion scheme for both of the relaxation families. For the Kaczmarz family, the new scheme accelerates 
it at each projection of one cycle instead of only doing the acceleration at the end of one cycle. For 
the Cimmino family, the new scheme also involves finding the points closest o a solution x* along 
lines that connect consecutive projection points. Since x* is not known a priori, recursion formulas are 
derived that allow determination f the requisite stepsizes only from known quantities. An important 
characteristic s that the accelerated Cimmino family retains the same degree of parallelism as the 
unaccelerated family. 
The paper first presents the two row projection methods in Section 2, and then develops the new 
acceleration scheme of the two relaxation families for the system ( 1 ) in Section 3. For linear systems 
two new accelerated algorithms for the Kaczmarz and Cimmino families are proposed. Since in the 
nonlinear case it is difficult to analyze the acceleration scheme for the Kaczmarz method, only the 
acceleration of the nonlinear Cimmino family is considered and one new accelerated algorithm is 
proposed. The convergence of the proposed new algorithms i  proved in Section 4. Finally, results of 
initial numerical experiments on two of the new algorithms are presented in Section 5. The results 
show good signs for the new algorithms. 
2. Row projection methods 
2.1. Cimmino method, Kaczmarz method, and their relaxation families for linear equations 
In this section, we assume that F(x) = b -  Ax is a linear mapping. The system (1) is 
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Fig. 1. Two-dimensional c se of the Cimmino iteration. 
H1 
H2 
b - Ax = 0, (2) 
and 
fk(X)  = bk -- AkX, 
for k = 1 . . . . .  m. Let Hk = {x: f k (X)  = bk -- AkX = 0}, an affine space, for k = 1 . . . . .  m. Then the 
solution of the linear system F(x )  = 0 is the intersection point of the above affine spaces. 
Denote 
Pk T T = Ak(AkAk) - lAk  and bk T r --1 = Ak(AkAk) bk, 
for k= 1 . . . . .  m. 
2.1.1. The Cimmino method and its relaxation family 
First we give a geometric explanation of the Cimmino method. Consider the two-dimensional case. 
The solution is the intersection point of two lines. Beginning from a point x0, let x k be the reflection 
of x0 through Ilk: 
x_~ = ( I  - 2Pk)Xo + 2bk. 
Then geometrically x0 and x~ lie on the circle centered at the solution x*, as shown in Fig. 1. 
As a circle is a strictly convex set, any nontrivial convex combination of those points lies strictly 
inside the circle and hence is closer to the solution. Therefore we can develop the following iteration. 
Algor i thm 1. Let the weights defining a convex combination be Ak, 0 < Ak < 1 for k = 1 . . . . .  m 
with ~kml Ak = 1. Take Xo as an arbitrary point, and e > 0. 
Step 1. Set i = 0. 
Step 2. Compute the projections in parallel: 
x__.k+l ---- ( I  - 2Pk)x i + 2bk, 
for k= 1 . . . . .  m. 
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Fig. 2. Two-dimensional case of the Kaczmarz iteration. 
Step 3. Set Xi+ 1 = E~- I  Akx/k+l • 
Step 4. Set i=  i+  1. 
Step 5. If [Ixi - x*ll < e (lib - Axill < e), stop; otherwise go to Step 2. 
H1 
H2 
Remark. Since it is impossible to compute Ilxi - x*ll without knowing x* first, the criterion lib - 
Axill < E is more practical for Step 5. The criterion I l x i  - x*ll < E has only pure theoretical interest. 
The same comment pertains to all of the stop criterions of the other algorithms in the paper. 
The Cimmino relaxation family is the same as the above iteration algorithm except hat in each 
projection we replace 
with 
(I  - 2Pk)X + 2bk 
( I  - wkPk)x + wkbk, 
where tok for k = 1 . . . . .  m are some constants in the interval (0, 2). 
The above geometric derivations do not place any restrictions on the matrix A. The algorithms 
always converge globally. The convergence rates of the above algorithms are linear [ 1 ]. 
2.1.2. The Kaczmarz method and its relaxation family 
Use the successive projection method as shown in Fig. 2. 
Algorithm 2. Take Xo an arbitrary point, and ~ > 0. Set ~ = Xo for k = 1 . . . . .  m. 
Step 1. Set i = 0. 
Step 2. Compute 
x~+, = ( I  - P~)~+,' + b~ 
sequentially for k = 1 . . . . .  m, where we set ~+1 = x--, m. 
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Step 3. If IIx~+a - x* II < ~ (llax?+, - bll < E), stop; otherwise set i = i + 1, go back to Step 2. 
The Kaczmarz relaxation family is the same as the above algorithm except that we replace 
(I - Pk)X + bk 
with 
(I - tOkPk)X + tOkbk 
at each projection, where tok for k = 1 . . . . .  m are some constants in the interval (0, 2). The algorithms 
always converge globally. The convergence rates of the above algorithms are linear [ 1 ]. 
2.2. Cimmino method, Kaczmarz method, and their relaxation families for nonlinear equations 
The nonlinear versions of Kaczmarz and Cimmino methods are direct extensions of their linear 
versions. Let to k for k = 1 . . . . .  m be some constants in the interval (0, 2). 
2.2.1. The Cimmino method and its relaxation family 
Algor i thm 3. Take x0 as an arbitrary point, and E > 0 as a tolerance. 
Step O. Set i = 0. 
Step 1. For k = 1 . . . . .  m, compute in parallel: 
Xf = X i -- 09kJ T (Xi) (Jk (Xi) Jk (Xi) T) -1 fk (X i ) .  
Step 2. Compute 
m 
x;+, = ~ a,x'l. 
l=l 
Step 3. If IlXi+l - x*ll < e (llF(xi+~)ll < E), stop; otherwise set i = i+  1, and go back to Step 1. 
The algorithm converges locally. Its convergence rate is linear [ 11 ]. 
2.2.2. The Kaczmarz method and its relaxation family 
Algor i thm 4. Take x0 as an arbitrary point, and e > 0 as a tolerance. Set ~ = x0 for k = 1 . . . . .  m. 
Step O. Set i = 0. 
Step 1. Compute 
tokG (x,+,)( Jk(xi+ l )Jk(X~+l ) ) fk(X~+, )
sequentially for k = 1 . . . . .  m, where we set x~°l = x__~". 
Step 2. If IIx~"~, - x*ll < ~ ( l lF (x~,) l l  < ~), stop; otherwise set i=  i+  1, and go back to Step 1. 
The algorithm converges locally. Its convergence rate is linear [ 11 ]. 
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Fig. 3. The closest point along a line. 
3. The acceleration scheme 
3.1. The acceleration scheme of the two families for solving linear equations 
Our idea to accelerate the convergence of the above algorithms works in the following way. In 
the kth projection at the (i + 1)th iteration step or cycle (as in the above algorithms), we have two 
consecutive points x~, ~+l. Along the line [&k, ~+l], find the closest point -x~+l to the solution x*, as 
is shown in Fig. 3. Then ~+1 replaces Xk+~ in the above algorithms. Comparing this scheme for the 
Kaczmarz family with those in [5,6,9], we accelerate at each projection while the others accelerate 
once per cycle of projections. 
Let 
Xk+l = X k -}- Sk+l (x~k+l- X~k), (3) 
where s~+ 1 is the acceleration stepsize. The main problem is how to find the stepsizes ~+ 1. If s~+ 1 is 
chosen to minimize - x*ll, then for X__ik+l ~ X~ k, 
= (g÷'  - x )T(x* -- g )  
g l l  2 ' (4 )  
an expression that unfortunately requires knowledge of x* (s~+ 1= 0 if ~+~ = x_,.k). In the following 
we derive recursive formulas for the computations of the stepsizes (4) for the two families. 
3.1.1. The parallel acceleration scheme for the Cimmino relaxation family 
Let 
X__/k+l = ( I  - -  tokPk  ) x i -~- tOkbk 
be a point on the line connecting xi and its reflection through the kth plane for k = 1 . . . . .  m at the 
(i + 1 )th step, where xi is the ith iteration point and 
xi = ~ Al-Xl. 
l=l 
Now, 
SO, 
Define 
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x__~+, _~k.= [ ( l - - tokPk)x ,+tOkb, ]  [ ( I  tOkek)xi_ 1 q-tOkbk] ([ tOkp,) f-~,~tl(~ I --I . . . . .  Xi_ ,)"  ~ 
1=1 
(X_._/k+ 1 __ x k) T ( X* -- X___ k) 
= (x* - g )~( , r _  ~,~p~) ~ a~(~l -  31_,) 
1=, 
m 
(X* x~k) T /~.i(~ i __ 31_1 ) O.)k(X* k T T T --, ~/~.1(-~I __--1 . . . .  N )  A*(AkAk) Ak Xi__,) 
l=l l=l 
- (X* X~k)T~-'~"al(X--q;  --1 k T T T -1 -~ -- --Xi_l)--O.)k(X*--X~) Ak(AkA k ) Ak(x i - -X i - l ) .  
l=l 
~-~(.Ok(X* k T T T -- X~) Ak(AkAk) - lA lc (X i - -  Xi_ ,)  
to~(bk-  k T T = Akx~ ) (AkA k)- I  ( (AkXi -- bk) -- (Akxi-, -- bk) ) 
T k T -1 
=o J~fk (X~)(AkA k) ( fk (x i - , )  -- f k (x i ) ) .  
Since 
~I - ,  = x--l-2 + S l - l (~- , -  ~-2)  and xl = ~- ,  + s l (~  - ~- , ) ,  
Define 
o(1)  = (x* -~)~(~I -  ~I - , ) .  
Then from (4)  and (5) ,  
~9(l) = (1  - -  s l _ , ) (x*  - x_~ k. ) T(XI_ , -- X.~/._2) + SI(X* -- X~ k)T(xxl. -- X~I._,) 
=¢1 -- SL , )~*  -- ~-S~XI -1 -  ~-~)  + ~1 -- S I _ , )~_~ -- ~)~XX' . _ I  - ~_~)  
+~I~*  -- ~- - I - , )~  -- ~- , )  + S I~_ , -  X~)~X_, ' -- XI_,) 
= ( 1 -- S I _ , )S I _ , I I~_  , -- X_l_2112 + (1 -- Sl_l)(X_,t._2 -- X__,. k) T (~_~ _ ~-2)  
--~SISI[[X.X.X.~ l. -- Xl_, II 2 "-~ SI(XI_ , -- x~)T(x__~/. -- X.~/. , ) 
and 
S~+l = E;'--', a~o(t )  - a 
Ilxk+, - xkll = ' x~+' ~¢ ~~ 
After getting all of  the sk+ , for k = 1 . . . . .  m, then 3k+ , for k = 1 . . . . .  m are found from (3) ,  and 
m 
--l 
Xi+ , ~ ~ "~lXi+l" 
l=, 
(5) 
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From the above procedure we see that the computation of the iteration point Xg+l depends on all 
of the information from the ith, (i - 1)th and (i - 2)th iterations. Furthermore, s/k+1, _x/k+1, x~+l for 
k = 1 . . . . .  m can be computed from the previous information in parallel. Thus the parallel acceleration 
scheme must be initialized with information from the zeroth, first and second iterations. To obtain 
this, first compute s~ for k = 1 . . . . .  m. Since no acceleration is applied at the first iteration, 
m 
X, ~-. Z l~lXll .
l=, 
Then, 
x k - x~ = [ ( I  - tOkPk)x, + tOkbk] -- [ ( I  -- WkPk)Xo + tOkbk] 
= (I  - WkPk) ~ at(-2tl - -£1), 
/=l 
where 
X'l = xll and ~/= ~ = Xo. 
Next, 
(x~- xW(x* - x~) 
m 
= (x* - x__~) T(I - OkPk) ~ AI(~ t, - ~)  
1=1 
m m 
k T x_l) Ak(AkAk) Ak Z At(Xll -'2lo) ---~ (X*  - -  X__.l) ZZ~l(-'xl l - -~0)  --(*Ok(X* -- k T T T - I  
l=l l=l 
m 
k T k T T T -1  
-" (X* - -X l )  Z al(-Xll ---X-to) --O.)k(X*-- X,)  Ak(AkAk) Ak(x l  -- Xo). 
•=1 
Similarly, 
$.~ Ok(X* k T T T -1 T k = - tokf~(xl ) (AkA+k)- l ( f i (Xo)  fk (X l ) )  X l) Ak(AkA k) Ak(X l - -Xo)= 
and 
~ = ~ + s~(~ - ~), 
where s] = 1 for l = 1 . . . . .  m. Then, 
-~', - -X'o =x' ,  - xo = ( i - o , ,P , )xo  + o ,A -  xo 
= totbt - tOlP, Xo = totA~ (At AT) - lbt -- tot AT (AIA~) - latxo,  
and so 
k X totAT(AtAT)- 'Atxo) x 1) (totA t (AtA l)  bt (x* - x__,) y~ a~(~ - -~'o) = a t (x*  - k T T • - ,  _ 
I=l l=l 
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m 
= ~-~ AltOl( bl k T T -1 - -  AtX__I)  (A;A;) (b l  - -  AlXo) 
l=l 
m 
= ~ totA, I T (x~)(AtAT) - l  fl( go)" 
l=l 
Finally, 
tokf~(x l ) (AkAk)  ( fk(xo)  -- f k (X l ) )  s~ = ~-~2~ tolazfT(x~)(AtaT)-~ ft (xo)  - T k T -1 
if x~ ¢ x_~ for k = 1 . . . . .  m. From the above parameters, x3, x4 . . . .  can be computed sequentially. The 
algorithm can be summarized as follows. 
Algor i thm 5. Take x0 as an arbitrary point, and • > 0 as a tolerance. For k = 1 . . . . .  m, compute in 
parallel: 
x__~ = ( I  - tokek)xo + tOkbk. 
Lets  k=l  fo rk=l  . . . . .  m, 
Y~ :~ =x0 and X--4t = xll. 
Then, 
m 
1=I 
For k = 1 . . . . .  m, compute x_ i, s~ in parallel: 
x__~ = ( I  - o~kPk)x~ + oJ~bk, 
tokf~(x l ) (AkAk)  (fk(Xo) -- fk(X l ) )  s~ = ~-]~=l t° I '~l fT(x- - -~)(AIAT)- l  f (XO)  -- T k T -1 
- x, ll = (6) 
if x~ ¢ x~, and s~ = 0 otherwise, 
x, = + s2(x_2 _ 
Then, 
m 
l=l 
Set i=2 .  
Step 1. For k = 1 . . . . .  m, compute in parallel: 
x_ti+l = ( I  - tOkPk)Xi + tOkbk. 
Step 2. Calculate in parallel: 
S/k+ 1 ~--. ~- -1  AtO(I) - 12 
iix_k+, _ X__~II 2 (7) 
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if &k+l 5¢~, and sk+~ = 0 otherwise for k = 1 . . . . .  m, where 
,(~ T k T -1 =wkf~(x~)(AkAk)  ( fk(xi -~) - fk(x i ) )  
and 
0( I )  (1 t l t = - si_,)s,_,llx_:._, - xl_=ll = + (I _ Si_l ) l  (x~_ 21 - x~k)T(x~_ II l - x~_2) 
I I  l l l l kT  l l -t-sisill~. II ~ + (x~_, - -X i )  (X~ - x~_l), - -  X--- i -  1 Si 
for l = 1 . . . . .  m. Then, 
k k __ 
X~+l = X~ k "q- Si+l (X---i+l ~k) and Xi+l -~ E/~kX~+ 1" 
k=-I 
Step 3. If [[x/+~ - x*ll < E ( l ib -  Axi+~ll < e), stop; otherwise set i = i+  1 and go back to Step 1. 
3.1.2. The acceleration scheme for  the Kaczmarz relaxation family 
At the kth projection in the (i + 1 )th iteration cycle we have two consecutive points x~, x~+~ where 
= (I  - WkPk)~i -l + O:kbk 
is some point on the line connecting ~/k-1 and its reflection through the kth plane at the kth projection 
in the ith cycle, and 
is some point on the line connecting ~_~1 and its reflection through the kth plane at the kth projection 
in the (i + 1 ) th cycle. 
Since 
SO 
xL  - ~= ((~ - o , ,Pk ) : : , '  + o,/,~) - ((~ - o,,Pk)~/~-' + o,:,k) 
= ( I  -- O.)kPk ) (~; l  I -- --k-lxi ) ,  
(x~k+l --  X__/k)T(x* --  X~) 
= (X* -- X~k)T(I -- tOkPk) (~k+l I -- ~k-l)i 
xk)T(~k- I  -~k-l ) (.Ok(X* k T T r - l  --k-I = (X* . . . .  ..~- i+1 i X___i ) Ak(AtAk)  Ak(Xi+ 1 __~k- l ) .  
Define 
~)=¢.Ok(X* k T T T _ x__i ) Ak (AkA k ) - l  Ak (~/k+ll _ ~/~-1 ) 
= o~(b~-  A~.:(A~AT)-'((b~- A:~ -~) - (b~- A~X~;:)) 
=o~5 (~) ( A :T  )-' (:~(~ -~ ) -- :~(~:  ) ). 
Since 
2k+1' = X_/k-1 + sk+, l (~+l 1 -- X• k-l ) and 2k-1 = x k_--l; + s/k-1 (x4k--1 __ X____tk--: ) ,  
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xf+l' - -  ~/k-1 = ( 1 - sk - l )  ( i ~ xk-1  - -  X---i k'- l  ) -F Sf~ll ( _ i+  xk- ' l  - -  --X~ -1 ) • 
Define 
/2= (X* - -  x~k)T(x'kTII - -  xk - I )  
(1  - -  sk -1 )  (X  * __ X__/k)T(xk-1 __ X__tL-11 ) _F s/k~--ll (X* __ X_.ik,,T-') (X_.i +k-'l - -  X/k- l ) 
(1  - -  S~- I ) (x  * - -  X/k--II)T(x~ -1 - x~k--11) 71- (1 - -  S/k-l)(x__tL-i l - -  x~)T(g  - I  - x~k_-~) 
_FSi+lk-1 *(X - -  x~k-I )T(xk--l..~./+l - -  X~k-I ) -F sk+ll (X~k-1 --  X~k)T(x~+I 1 ----X/k-l ) 
(1 - sk-1)S k-I X k-I -- x~-~l II 2 + (1 - sk - I ) (x  k -1  - -  xk )T (x  k - I  - -  X k -1  ) i i ~ i -~-i-1 --i -~-¢ .-~-i-I 
xk)¢(x ~-~ x/k -! +s,+,- ~'s,+,* 'IIM+,' - g - l l lZ  + s~+, l (~ - l  - ~ - ,+1 - -  ) 
Then, 
/2 -0  k k ¢ 
s i÷,  - IIM+l - g l l  2' x,+, 
Once s/k+1 is found, then  X~+l is given by (3) and the above procedure is repeated step by step and 
cycle by cycle. 
From the above procedure we know that the computation of the (i + 1 )th cycle point x/k+l depends 
on information from the ( i -  1 )th and ith cycles. Thus information from the zeroth and first cycles 
is needed for initialization. 
Set s k = 1 for k = 1 . . . . .  m. First compute s2 k for k = 1 . . . . .  m. Take an arbitrary point x0 as initial 
point, then perform one cycle of projections 
x__ k = ( I  - COkPk)-~-' + Wkbk 
for k = 1 . . . . .  m, and at the same time set 
-- X k ~k -_ , ,  ~ = ~ = xo. 
Then compute 
x~ = ( t  - o~kPk)~- '  + o.,kb~. 
Similarly, 
(X__ k -  x__k)T(x * - -  X__ k) re (X*  - -  x~)T(I - -WkPk) ( -~- '  -- -~k-') 
(X*  kxTz - -k - I  --~k-I k T T T -1  - -k -1  "-~k-I 
= - -  X___l) I,X 2 ) - -  tOk(X*  - -  - -  _X_l ) Ak(AkAk)  Ak(X2  ) ,  
and 
O=O)k(X*  k T T T -1Ak(-~k-I -~k- l  -- X__l ) Ak(AkAk)  -- ) 
=wk(bk-  k T T - -  - -  - -  AkX~) (AkAk) -~( (bk  Ak-~ k- l )  (bk Ak-~k-~)) 
T k T)  -1 
=Wkfk(X l ) (AkAk  ( fk ( -~- l )  _ fg ( -~- l ) )  
~ = ~ + s~(x~ - ~) ,  
where s~ = 1 for l = 1 . . . . .  m. Similarly next 
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: (X* -- xk )T (x  k-1 -- ~f--1) 
= (1  - sk-l)sk-lllx__~-I - -  _~-1112 + (1 - s~- ' )  (~  -1 - xlk)T(xk-I - -  X_.~ k-I ) 
"-Fsk--lsk--12 2 'x~-'-2 - x~-' II = "-F sk-I  (X~ -1 __ xlkXT.) tX 2k - l _  __X~-I ) 
=s2k- '  s 2k- l l l x~- '  - _x~-' 112+ sk-l(xk-12 --1 ----lxk)T(xk-l~---2 -- X--~ - l ) "  
So, 
/2 -0  
s~ = iix2 ~ _ x kll2, xz ~ 4 x~. 
In particular, 
S1 = ~'-]~iml Wi+lfiTl (X__]) ( Ai+lAT+l) -lfi+l (X~) 
II~J' - xI II ~ 
_X21 X 1 --1 
where we denote f,,+l (x) = f l  (x). See [9] for this formula. 
The resulting algorithm is summarized as follows. 
Algor i thm 6. Take an arbitrary point x0 as the initial point, and ~ > 0 as a tolerance. Then perform 
one cycle of projections 
x~ = (I--tOkPk)-£~ -1 + Wkbk, 
for k = 1 . . . . .  m. Then set 
= = = xo ,  
and s] = 1 for l = 1 . . . . .  m. Next compute 
Xk2= (l--oakPk)-Y~ -~ + wkbk and 2~=x~+s~(x~-x~) ,  
where 
E'[=, wt+, f[+, ( x I ) ( A,+, AtT+I ) -1 f l+l ( X~ )
s& = IIx & - xl II 2 
and s~ = 0 otherwise; here f,.+l (x) = f l  (x).  and for k > 1. 
n= k-, k - l ,  k-~ x~-~ s2~-~ s2 s= x2 - 112+ (x_, ~-' --xl)k'T'tx~-' --_x, ~- ' ) ,  
~} T k T T --1 =tokfk(Xl) (AkAk) (fk(-£~-l) _ fk(X 2-k-1)) 
if x~ ¢ x] 
and 
$2-0  
s~-  I Ix~- xfll 2 
if x_2 k ¢ x_J, and s~ = 0 otherwise. Set i = 2. 
Step 1. Set k = 1. 
(8) 
(9) 
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Step 2. Compute 
xk+l = ( I - -  O.)kPk)-xki~l I .31- O.)kbk '
where ~i+l = ~m. 
Step 3. Compute 
k A a~ -1 ~9=tOkfk(Xi)(Ak k) (fk('2~ -1) -- fk(~+~l)), 
/2= ( l  - s~-l)s~-l l l~-1-~=?112 + (1 -  k - , , ,  k- i  Si ) tX___.i_l -- x___k)T(x.._/k-1 __ X~_I )k-1 
.31- 3i+1 3"i+1 H-~--/+I - -  xk )  T ( xk - I  - -  X---t k'-I ) '  
12-O 
s/~+l -- I1~÷1 - ~112 
if &.k+l ~ ~,  and s/k+t = 0 otherwise. 
Step 4. Update 
Step 5. Set k = k + 1. 
Step 6. If k < m + I, go back to Step 2. 
Step 7. 
(10) 
If I1 1- x* II < • (lib-Ax'//+l II < •),  stop; otherwise set /= i+  1, and go back to Step 1. 
3.2. The acceleration scheme for nonlinear equations 
We cannot directly extend the above algorithms to the nonlinear equations. The main reason for 
this is that the formulas (7) and (10) no longer give the exact acceleration stepsizes in nonlinear 
equations, and the recursive computations of the acceleration stepsize formulas (7) and (10) can 
rapidly accumulate rrors (the current acceleration stepsize is always computed from its two pre- 
decessors and the dependence is nonlinear), and thus finally result in the failure of the algorithms. 
So we need to modify the above algorithms in the nonlinear cases. In the Kaczmarz acceleration 
scheme, the (k + 1 )th acceleration stepsize for its (k + 1 )th projection point in one cycle depends on 
its kth and (k - 1)th acceleration stepsizes for its kth and (k - 1)th projections of the same cycle, 
and there are m sequential interdependent accelerations in one cycle. Because of this, it is difficult to 
analyze the accelerated nonlinear Kaczmarz algorithm, and in this paper we only consider a modified 
accelerated Cimmino algorithm. 
As the initial acceleration stepsize formula (6) is still a good approximation i the nonlinear case, 
we start with this formula in the modified algorithm and replace the Ak in the computations of the 
(i + 1 )th step with Jk(X~) for the accelerated Cimmino family. The algorithm is as follows. 
3.2.1. The accelerated nonlinear Cimmino family 
Algorithm 7. Take x0 as an arbitrary point, and • > 0 as a tolerance. Let i = 0. 
Step O. For k = 1 . . . . .  m, compute in parallel: 
x~ = xi - tOkJ~ (Xi) ( Jk ( Xi) Jk ( Xi) x)-1 f k( Xi). (11) 
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Then, 
m 
X;+l = ~ akx, ~. 
k=l 
Step 1. For k = 1 . . . . .  m, compute x~ and s k in parallel: 
X_ k = Xi+l -- tOkJk(Xi+l) T ( Jk(X i+l) Jk(Xi+l  )T ) - l f k (X i+ l )  ' 
B/ 
: E (l)ll~lfT(xk)(Jk(Xi)Jk(Xi) T -lfl(Xi)' 
1=1 
0 = tok f~(x~) ( Jk (x i ) J k (x i )T )  -1 ( fk (X i )  -- fk (X i+ l ) ) ,  
Y2-  O 
S k _ 
I1~-~- x~ll 2' 
if x2 kg Xl k and s k = 0 otherwise, 
~ -- x~ + sk(x~ - x~). 
Step 2. xi+2 = ~l  "~l-il2 •
Step 3. If Ilxi+2- x'll < ~ (llV(x~+~)ll < ~), stop; otherwise set i=  i+  2, go to Step 0. 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
4. The convergence of the accelerated algorithms 
In this part we will prove that the accelerated algorithms of Kaczmarz and Cimmino families 
converge globally for linear equations, and the accelerated Cimmino family converges locally for 
nonlinear equations. 
4.1. The convergence of the accelerated algorithms for linear systems 
We know that the matrix 
A = (16) 
m 
is a nonsingular matrix from Assumption 2. 
Lemma 4.1. In the accelerated algorithms, 
I1~+1 - x*ll ~< I1~+, - x*ll 
for any k and i. 
Proof. ~/k+l is chosen to minimize the distance to x* along the line connecting ~+1 and ~ or 
~+~=~+1. r-I 
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We first prove the convergence of the accelerated Cimmino family. Consider the function 
g(x) = min II(I-oJ Pk)xll, 
k=-I ,...,m 
where 0 < tot < 2 for k = 1 . . . . .  m. 
Lemma 4.2. g(x) is a contraction mapping. 
Proof. Obviously g(x) is a continuous function on ll~ n. We need to prove that there is a constant r 
such that 
maxg(x) <~ r < 1. 
Ilxll=l 
As for any k, 
I I I -  o kPkll 1, 
so for any point x with Ilxll = 1, g(x) < 1. In fact we can prove that g(x) < 1. Otherwise if for 
some x, g(x) = 1, then for all k, 
I1(I -  okP )xll -- 1. 
Thus x is an eigenvector corresponding to eigenvalues +l :  
(I - tOkPk)X  = iX .  
If for all k, 
(I -- ¢otPk)x = X, 
then Ax = 0 or x = 0, a contradiction. Otherwise for some k, 
( I -- ¢OkPk)x = --X =~ (2I--~OkPk)x=0 ==~ det Pk -~ --0, 
which is a contradiction since the eigenvalues of the projection matrix Pk are not greater than one 
while here 2/cok > 1. 
As g(x) is continuous on the compact set {x: Ilxll = 1}, it reaches its maximum value at some 
point 2. Setting 
r=g(2)  < 1, (17) 
we get the result. [] 
Theorem 4.3. Under Assumption 2, the accelerated algorithm of the Cimmino family converges 
globally for the linear problems. 
Proof. We prove that the accelerated algorithm does force its iteration points closer to the solution. 
Let 
R= max ~rAk+ ~ A j}.  
k=l ,...,m [.  
j=l ,j51k 
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Then, 
R= max 1 - (1 - r),~k < 1, 
k=l ,...,m 
where r < 1 is defined in (17). 
For the ith iteration, from Lemma 4.1, 
I1~+,- x*ll ~< IIx~+,- x*ll, 
for all k. So, 
k=-I k=l 
m m 
~< ~ a~ll~+,- x*ll = ~ a~ll(l - o'kek)(x, -- x*) II. 
k=l k=l 
By Lemma 4.2, there exists a ko such that 
I1(/ -  o~,oP~o)(X,- x*)ll ~< r l l x i -  x*ll. 
So, 
(" ) Ilxi+, - x*ll ~ E Ak + rAko I lxi- x*ll ~ ellxi- x*ll, 
k=l ,k--/ko 
which means that the sequence {xi}i=~l converges. [] 
Secondly, we prove the convergence of the accelerated Kaczmarz family. 
Lemma 4.4. In the accelerated Kaczmarz algorithms, 
I I~? - x*ll ~< I1~+~- x*ll 
for  any k and i. 
Proof. Since 
x__k+l X* ( I -  --k X* ---- i+1 - -  = tOk+lPk+l)Xi+ I + tOk+lbk+l -- ( I  -- tOk+lP~+l)(Y/k+l -- X*), 
II~++? - x*ll = I1(1- t°k+lek+l)(-Xf+l- x*)ll ~< I1(I- tOk+lek+,)[[ I1(~+,- x*)ll 
~< II~Y+~- x*ll. [] 
Combining Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4 yields the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.5. For any i and k, 
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By induction we get the following general conclusion. 
Lemma 4.6. For any i and k, j and I, if i = j and k > l or i > j, then 
I1~ - x*ll ~< II~ - x*ll ~ II~ - x*ll ~ IIx_~ - x*ll. 
An important corollary from this lemma is the following. 
Lemma 4.7. For any fixed k, the two sequences 
{L I~-  x* l l}~ and (l l~, -x* l l}~ 
converge to the same number. 
Proof. As 
IIxl* - x*ll t> I I~-  x*[I t> IIx~- x*ll/> II~ - x*ll ~>.. . /> II~ - x*ll I> I I~-  x*ll >~... 
and 
II~ k - x*l l /> 0 and II~ - x*ll/> 0, 
for all i, the lemma follows. [] 
For any fixed k, consider the following two sequences: 
~,x~ . . . . .  d . . . .  (18) 
and 
~,~ . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  (19) 
We have the following conclusion about them. 
Lemma 4.8. Assume 
O~j l  < j2 < ' ' '<  j i< ' ' "  
is an arbitrary index sequence and 1 <~ k <~ m. Then for the following four subsequences of (18) 
and ( 19): 
• . . . . .  . . . . .  
xkl+l , ~jj2+ 1 . . . . .  xk+l  . . . . .  
. . . . .  . . . . .  
X__.jk'l + 1, x__.k'2 +1 . . . . .  X___jk'/+ 1 . . . . .  
if anyone of them converges, the rest also converges and the above four subsequences have the same 
limit. 
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Proof. We only need to prove the differences between the subsequences have limit zero. In fact we 
can prove the differences between their original sequences have limit zero. 
From Fig. 3, for any i, 
and 
thus, 
IIx/k+l -- xkll 2 = IlX___.t k -- X*]I 2 -- I lxk+l -- X'l] 2 ~ IIX~ k -- X*II 2 --IIx~k+2 -- X*II 2, 
IIx/k+1 - x/k+111 2 = II~+l - x*ll =-  IIx~+l- x*ll = ~< 11~+1 - x*ll = -IIx~t+= - x*ll =, 
where the last two inequalities are from Lemma 4.6, and 
I1<1 - x~ll 2 ~< IIx~+~ - x~kll = + I1~+1 - x~+, II ~ 
~< IIx~ k - x*ll ~-  IIx~+=- x*ll = + I1~+,-  x*ll =-  I1~+=- x*ll ~. 
Thus when i ---+ oo, by Lemma 4.7, 
II~+l - _x~l I --+ 0, I I~+l - ~kll --+ o. []  
Before we pursue the proof of the convergence of the accelerated Kaczmarz family, we give a few 
properties of projections. 
Lemma 4.9. Under Assumption 2, all of  the characteristic roots of  I - wiPi lie in ( -1 ,  1 ] for  
i= 1 . . . . .  m. 
Proof. Since the characteristic roots for the projection matrix Pi are either 0 or 1 and o)i E (0, 2), 
the possible characteristic roots of I - o,)iP i are either 1 or 1 - (,o i E ( -  1, 1). [] 
Lemma 4.10. Under Assumption 2, i f  
x = ( I  - ~omPm) " ' "  ( I  - -  Wlel )X, 
for  x E I~ N, then x = O. 
Proof. We must have 
Ilxll = I1 ( I -  a~,e,)xll. 
Otherwise by Lemma 4.9, 
Ilxll > I I ( / -  to,p,)xll 
and 
Ilxll > II(z - ~mem)I I  II(I - o~=e2)II II(z - w le l )x l l  
/> I1(I - ('Omen)''' ( I  - ~,le,)xll = Ilxll, 
a contradiction. 
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From Ilxll = I1(I - o  e,)xll and Lemma 4.9, 
x = (I  -- tOlPI)X , 
that is, 
PlX = AT(A IAT) - IA Ix  = O, 
that is, A~x = O. 
Repeat he above procedure for ( I  - to2P2) . . . . .  ( I  - tOmPm) respectively using the equality given 
in the lemma, we can have A2x = . . . .  Amx = O. 
Summarize them, Ax = 0. By Assumption 2, x = 0. [] 
Now we prove the convergence of the accelerated Kaczmarz family. The iteration points we consider 
in the Kaczmarz family are 
x0,  . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . .  
a bounded sequence. 
In order to prove the convergence of the sequence, it is sufficient o prove that each convergent 
subsequence of  the above iteration points converges to the solution x*. As each such convergent 
subsequence of the iteration points must contain a convergent subsequence 
~ . . . . .  ~ . . . .  (20) 
for some integer k0, and for such a convergent subsequence (20), we can find another convergent 
subsequence 
11 ' " " " ' li ' " " " 
of index ko + 1, where {ll . . . . .  li . . . .  } is a subset of { j l  . . . . .  j i  . . . .  }. Repeat he procedure. We know 
that there must be an index sequence 
P l  . . . . .  Pi . . . .  
such that for all k, each subsequence 
~ ~k_ (21) 
Pl  ' " " " ' Pi ~ " " " 
converges. Assume the limit of sequence (21) is x k. So now in order to prove the convergence of 
the accelerated Kaczmarz family, we only need to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.11. For all k, x k = x*. 
Proof. In fact from Lemma 4.8 we know that for each k the sequences 
k k k x,,, X__p,, and • " " ' " " " Xp l+ l  ' " " " ' i - F l  ~ " " " 
converge to x k too. As 
X k+l  = ( I  - -  tOk+lek+l )X  k ,  -~- tOk+Ibk+ 1 
"-~" Pi 
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for any k E [1 ,m-  1], and 
"-~'Pi X1 + 1 = ( I  - to lP  1 )x'~. --{- tOl~91 , 
thus, 
X k+l = ( I  - -  tOk+lPk+l )X  k -4- tOk+lbk+l, 
for k= 1 . . . . .  m-  1, and 
x I = ( I  - tOlPl)X m + tolbl. 
Since 
x* = ( I  - toiPi)x* + toibi, 
for i = 1 . . . . .  m, so 
x k+l - x* = ( I  - tOk+lPk+l) (X k -- X*), 
for k= 1 . . . . .  m-  1, and 
x 1 - x* = ( I -  to lP l ) (X m-x* ) .  
Then we can easily get 
X m - -  X* ~- ( I  - tOmem)( I  - tOm_ lPm_ 1 ) ' ' .  ( I  - to lP l ) (X m - -  X* ) .  
By Lemma 4.10, xm - x* = O or xm = x* and therefore xk = x* for k = l . . . . .  m. [] 
Finally we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.12. Under Assumption 2, the accelerated algorithm of  the Kaczmarz family converges 
globally fo r  linear problems. 
4.2. The convergence o f  the accelerated Cimmino family for  nonlinear systems 
First we introduce some notations. For k = 1 . . . . .  m, let 
C, (x )  = f , (x ) ,  
Hk(x) = Wk4(X)( Jk(x)4(X))- '  Jk(x); 
then the Jacobian matrix of Gk(x)  is 
JG, (x) = Hk(x> + O( l lx  - x*l l)  
(see [ 7, Lemma 1.1 ] ). Throughout this section, we make the following additional assumption. 
Assumption 3. wk ~ 1 for all k. 
A short remark about it is given after the proof of Lemma 4.16. 
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We give a result of the local convergence of the original Cimmino algorithm for the nonlinear 
problem F(x) = 0 (see [11, Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, 3.2 and 3.3]). 
Lemma 4.13. There are two positive numbers tr < 1 and 8 such that if 
I l x -  x*ll < 
and y is obtained by performing one Cimmino iteration beginning at x: 
m 
Y = Z akxk' 
k=l 
where x k = x - tOkJ[(x)(Jk(x)J[(x))-~ fk(x), then 
Ily - x*ll ~< ~l lx -  x*ll. 
Lemma 4.14. There is some constant eo > 0 such that for any index k E [ 1, m], 
( I -  Jc~(x*)) ~ AjJ6j(x*) > Co. 
j=l 
Proof. Otherwise there is a vector y ~ 0 for some index k such that 
As 
, rn I ( I -  Jck(x*)) ~=l AjJ6~(x*) y=O. 
J~ (x*) -- nj(x*) = wj.g(x*)(J j(x*)JT(x * ) ) - ' J j (x* )  
for any j E [ 1, m], therefore 
and 
{ - } 0= ( I -  Jc~(x*)) ~--~ AjJ~(x*) y 
j=l 
=}--]aJa~(x*)y- Ja~(x*) aJ~,(x*)y 
j--I j=l 
m 
j=l,j~ 
j=l ,j:/k 
( m ) 
AjJcj(x*)y+ J~(x*) Ak(1 -- tok)y-- ~_, AjJ~j(x*)y 
j=l ,j~/k 
J~ (x*)( Ajwj(Jj(x*)Jf (x*) )- '  Jj(x*)y} 
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+J[(x ' ){wt( J t (x*) J [ (x*)) - ' J t (x*)[At(1-o)t)y-  ~ AjJc~(x*)y]}; 
j=l ,jsgk 
thus by Assumption 2, 
~jwj ( J j (x* ) JT  ( x*) ) -I 
and 
Jj(x*)y =0 
SO, 
Wk(Jk(X*)J[(x*))-lJk(x *) [At(1 - eok)y - 
Jj(x*)y =0, 
for j 5/k, and 
(1 - wt)Jt(x*)y =0. 
As eot 5¢ 1, then 
Jt(x*)y=O, 
SO, 
~ AjJ~,(x*)y] =0; 
j=l ,j=fl¢ 
J(x*)y=O, 
or y = 0 by Assumption 2, a contradiction. [] 
A corollary from Lemma 4.14 is the following. 
Lemma 4.15. In a sufficiently small neighborhood of x*, there is some positive number eo > 0 such 
that 
m 
( I -  J6,(x)) ~ AjJG~(x) >7 eo, 
j=l 
for all k. 
We know that the stepsize formula (4) is the exact acceleration stepsize and the stepsize given in 
(6) is exact only for the linear case. Here we prove their difference is very small. 
Lemma 4.16. There are a positive number 8 and a constant Ms, such that if the ith iteration xi 
of the algorithm of the accelerated nonlinear Cimmino family satisfies Ilxi- x*ll < 8, then for any 
kE [1,m], ifx__~x~, 
st  ( x~ - x~, ) ~ ( x * - x~, ) 
- [1~=~[15 ~< MsI Ix , -  x*ll, 
where x~, x~ and s t are defined in (11), (12) and (15). 
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Proof. From Lemma 4.13, when xj is sufficiently close to x*, 
IIx/+, - x*l l  ~< c~llx,- x*l l ,  
for some o" in [ O, 1 ). Now we compare the computation details of s t with those of 
s~ = (x_~ - x~)T(x  * -- x, ~) 
II_x~ - x¢ll 2 ' 
the exact acceleration stepsize; 
X2 k Xl k {Xi+ 1 T -- = _WkJ ; (X i+ l ) ( J k (x i+ 1 T ) J~ (Xi+l))- l fk(Xi+,) } 
--{Xi - wk JT (x i ) ( J k (x i ) JT (x i ) ) - l  fk (x i )  } 
= {x/+,  - Ok(x ,+, )  } - {x,- Ck ix , . )}  
= (Xi+ 1 - -  Xi) -- (Gk(Xi+l) -- Gk(Xi)),  
and so 
(X* -- xk)TI'x \--2 . . . . . .  xk) ---- (X" x~)T(xi+I Xi) (X* xkl)T(Gk(Xi+,) Gk(Xi) ). 
From 
Xi+ 1 - -  X i -~ - -  ~ AjGj(xj), 
j=l 
let 
m m 
-"~=i X* -- xk)T(xi+l - Xi) = (X* -- x~)TE I~J iX  { -- Xi) = E /~j(X* - -  Xlk)T(x{ - -  Xi )  
j=l j=l 
=-- ~ AjWj(X* -- x~)T jT(xi)(Jj(xi)JT(xi))-l f j(xi) 
j=l 
= ~ - ~ a:wjL ( x~l (Jji x,) Jf ( x,) )-l L ( x,) 
j=l 
- -  ~ t~jWj( X* -- xk) T jT ( xi) ( J j (xi)  JT (xi) ) - I  f j (xi)  
j=l 
tit 
= a + ~ a ,w,{  - h ix~) -  ix* - -x~)Tg(x , )}(4 ix i )g(x , ) )  -' h i  xi), 
j=l 
where *2 is defined in (13).  As 
- - L  i x~) -- ( X* -- x~) T 4 ( xi) = -- f j(  x~) - ( x* -- x~) Jj( x~) - ix* -- X~) ( J j i  xi) -- J j i  x~) ) 
= O( l lx*  - x~ll =) + O( l lx*  - x~ll I I x , -  xTII) 
and 
fk(Xi) = O([[X* -- Xill), 
(22) 
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x* -~ x*-xi+wj~xi)(J~xi) • - '  = JZ(xi)) fk(x i )  =O( l lx* -x ; l l ) ,  
Xi -- Xkl ~" WkJ~ (Xi) (Jk (Xi) jT(xi ) ) - ,  f ( Xi ) -~ O(llx* - gil l), 
- - f j (x~)  -- (x* -- x~)TJf<xi) = O(llx* -- xill~). 
Furthermore, 
fj(x,) -- o(llx* - xill); 
thus, 
= a + O(llx* - x ,  l13). 
Let 
then similarly 
= ~9 + o(llx* - gill3), 
where O is defined in (14). Now, 
IIx,÷,- gill/> Ilxi- x* l l -  Ilxi+,- x*ll/> (1 -~)llxi- x*ll, 
x~ - x~= (x,+.  - x i )  - (Gk(x , . l )  - Gk(x , ) )  
= (I  - J~k (x i ) ) (  xi+, -- x i )  + O(llxi+, - xill ~) 
m 
= --(I -- JGk ( Xi) ) ~ ,~jaj( xi) -~-O( [ Ix i+, -  gill s) 
j=l 
m 
=( I -  JGk(Xi)) ~ AjJG~(Xi)(x*- xi) + O( l lx i+, -  x;ll =) + O(llx, - x*ll =) 
j=l 
-~ ( ( l - -  JGk(Xi)) ~,~jJGj(Xi) )(X* --Xi) Jr- O(l lX i - -X ' l /2) ;  
j=l 
thus by Lemma 4.15, 
IIx~ - x~ll =/> ½~o~llxi- x*ll =. 
As the exact stepsize of the kth block is 
/2 -0  
sg = IIx~- x~ll =' 
so the error is 
I {~-  ~} - (~-  o}1 = o( l l x , -  x*ll3N sk[ IIx~-x~ll 2 \llx, ~)  =o(llxi-x*ll). 
[] 
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Remark.  The reason for Assumption 3 is that we want to avoid the situation that the denominator 
in (15) is much closer to zero than its numerator for some k and thus the exact stepsize s~ in (22) 
is too large. Without Assumption 3, this can happen when the current iteration point xi is much 
closer to the manifold of the kth block of equations than that of the other blocks of equations. In 
this situation, the stepsize formula (15) may no longer be a good approximation to (22) and thus 
numerical convergence is no longer guaranteed. 
Now we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.17. In the nonlinear accelerated Cimmino method, there are two positive numbers e < 1 
and 6 such that if Ilxi - x* II < ~, then 
IIx,+2 - x*ll ~< ~l l~ i -  ~*ll, 
and hence 
IIx,+2- :11 < 
too. 
Proof. First take the positive number ~1 to be the ~ in Lemma 4.16. Then for Ilx, - x*ll < 61, 
m X* £ m 
j=l  j=l j=l 
where ~ = ~ + ~(~-~) ,  the exact closest point in the line [~,* ]  if ~ ~¢ 4 ,  and s~ =0, ~ = 
otherwise. By 
X__ k - -  X~= (X /+ l  - -  Xi) -- (Gk(X i+ l )  -- Gk(X i )  ) 
----(I-- JGI,(Xi))(Xi+I- Xi) + O(llxi+l- x, ll ~) 
= O( l lx i+ l  - xi l l)  = O( l lx i+ l  - -:11) + o ( l l x i -  x* l l )  = O( l l x i -  x* l l ) ,  
and Lemma 4.16, 
Fll m m 
aj~ - ~ aj~ ~< ~ aj(4-  sJ)(M - x~) ~ MIIx,-  x*ll ~, 
j=l j=l j=l 
where M is some constant, and 
~aj~-x*  ~< I la j (~-x* ) l l=  ajllxi+l-Gj(xi+l)-x*ll 
j=l j=l j=l 
m 
= ~ ajll ( I -  Jc,(x*))(x,+l- :)11 + O( l lx ,+, -  x*ll) z 
j=l 
/'n 
~< ~ aJll(I - Hj(x*))(x*- x,+l)II + O(llx* - x,+,l12). 
j= l  
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Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.3, there is a positive number E~ < 1 such that 
m 
a j l l ( I -  Hj(x*))(x*- xi÷~)ll ~< E~l lx*-  xi÷~ll. 
j=l 
So if xi is close enough to x*, by taking a small positive number 82 such that Ilxi - x* II < ~2, there 
will be a positive number E2 < 1 which satisfies 
a j~ - x* ~< ~211x* - xi+~[I ~< ~=llx* - xill. 
j=l  
Therefore, for IIx, - x* II < min{~l, t~2}, 
IIx/÷= - x*ll ~ ,2 l l x / -  x*ll + MIIxi- x*ll 2 = (,2 + MIIxi- x* l l ) l lx i -  x*ll. 
Hence take t~ = min{t~1, ~2, (1 -e2) / (2M)}  and e = 1(1 + e2) < 1; then, when IIx~- x*ll < ~, by 
>>. ~ + M IIxi- x* II, we get 
IIx~÷= - x*ll ~< , l lxi-  x*ll. [] 
Combining Lemmas 4.13 and 4.16, we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.18. Under Assumptions 1-3, the nonlinear accelerated Cimmino method converges lo- 
cally. That is, there is a positive number ~ such that if IIx0 - x* II < ~, then the iteration point 
sequence generated by the accelerated Ommino algorithm converges to the solution of the nonlinear 
equations. 
5. Numerical results 
To have some initial understandings of the proposed algorithms, we apply two of the proposed 
new algorithms (Algorithms 5 and 6) to ten randomly generated linear equations and then compare 
their running results after a certain number of iterations with those produced by their unaccelerated 
counterparts (Algorithms 1 and 2). The numerical results are given in Table 1. All of the numerical 
tests were done in Matlab. Here is the description of the numerical tests. 
Tested problems: Solve linear equation (2), where n = 6, m = 3. The matrix A of linear equation 
(2) is randomly generated in Matlab. The predetermined solution is always x* = (1 . . . . .  1) T, and 
thus b = Ax*. 
Parameter in the tests: In Algorithms 1, 2, 5 and 6, wi = 1, Ai = 1/m for i = 1 . . . . .  m. The initial 
point is Xo = (0 . . . . .  0) x. 
Number of iterations: We limit the number of iterations in the tests to be twenty. 
The following symbols are used in Table 1. CIM: Algorithm 1; ACCEL_CIM: Algorithm 5; KACZ: 
Algorithm 2; ACCEL_KACZ: Algorithm 6; en: the nth error I lxn-x* II; logl0(en): the logarithm value 
of error e~ with base 10; rn: the nth residual error l ib - Axnl l ;  logl0(r~): the logarithm value of error 
r~ with base 10. 
From Table 1, we can see that with the same number of iterations, the two accelerated algorithms 
(Algorithms 5 and 6) always achieve better accuracy, especially for the error en. As in Problem 8, 
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Table 1 
Problem number Tested method iog lo(e(0) )  Ioglo(e(20))  log lo ( r (0 ) )  log lo ( r (20) )  
1 KACZ 0.3891 -0 .8378 0.8420 - 1.2851 
ACCEL_KACZ 0.3891 -2 .5993 0.8420 -3.1851 
CIM 0.3891 -0 .3264 0.8420 -0 .8700 
ACCEL_CIM 0.3891 - 1.1639 0.8420 - 1.3042 
2 KACZ 0.3891 - 0.5016 0.8286 - 1.4026 
ACCEL_KACZ 0.3891 -2 .1615 0.8286 -2 .9858 
CIM 0.3891 -0 .5547 0.8286 - 1.1799 
ACCEL_CIM 0.3891 -0.8281 0.8286 - 1.0449 
3 KACZ 0.3891 - 1.0544 0.9714 - 1.4464 
ACCEL_KACZ 0.3891 -2 .1686 0.9714 -3 .2387 
CIM 0.3891 -1 .2229 0.9714 -1.5241 
ACCEL_CIM 0.3891 - 1.8504 0.9714 -2 .9580 
4 KACZ 0.3891 -0.6651 0.8880 - 1.2549 
ACCEL_KACZ 0.3891 -3.4501 0.8880 -4 .1962 
CIM 0.3891 -0 .5757 0.8880 - 1.5993 
ACCEL_CIM 0.3891 - 1.0248 0.8880 - 1.5990 
5 KACZ 0.3891 - 1.1718 0.8656 - 1.7248 
ACCEL..KACZ 0.3891 - 1.4237 0.8656 - 1.6173 
CIM 0.3891 -0 .7218 0.8656 - 1.3295 
ACCEL_CIM 0.3891 -0 .9260 0.8656 -2 .0046 
6 KACZ 0.3891 - 1.6489 0.8521 - 1.9593 
ACCEL_KACZ 0.3891 -2 .5326 0.8521 -2 .7890 
CIM 0.3891 -0.7931 0.8521 - 1.0272 
ACCEL_CIM 0.3891 - 1.1403 0.8521 - 1.5791 
7 KACZ 0.3891 - 1.0466 0.8711 - 1.4178 
ACCEL_KACZ 0.3891 - 1.6876 0.8711 -2 .0554 
CIM 0.3891 -0 .6070 0.8711 - 1.1355 
ACCEL_CIM 0.3891 - 0.9930 0.8711 - 1.4065 
8 KACZ 0.3891 -0 .5890 0.8669 -0 .9525 
ACCEL_KACZ 0.3891 -5 .6809 0.8669 -5 .7067 
CIM 0.3891 -0 .6222 0.8669 - 1.1056 
ACCEL_CIM 0.3891 -0 .7955 0.8669 -0 .9701 
9 KACZ 0.3891 -0 .8810 0.8321 - 1.5340 
ACCEL_KACZ 0.3891 -2.1675 0.8321 -2 .9283 
CIM 0.3891 -0 .6460 0.8321 - 1.2491 
ACCEL_CIM 0.3891 -0.6681 0.8321 - 1.3021 
10 KACZ 0.3891 -0 .4433 0.8463 - 1.0076 
ACCEL_KACZ 0.3891 - 1.5967 0.8463 - 1.7602 
CIM 0.3891 -0 .4102 0.8463 - 1.1352 
ACCEL_CIM 0.3891 -0 .9678 0.8463 - 1.6876 
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the improvement on accuracy sometimes can be significant. It seems that the new algorithms are 
promising. But the way we do the tests and comparisons i very primitive; further research and tests 
are needed. 
6. Conclusions 
This paper first discusses two row projection methods--the Kaczmarz and Cimmino methods--  
then presents the existing acceleration techniques for row projection methods, and based on these 
refines and improves existing acceleration techniques and develops a new acceleration scheme for both 
Cimmino's and Kaczmarz's relaxation families to solve the system (1). The new scheme involves 
finding the points closest o a solution x* along some given lines that connect consecutive projection 
points. Recursion formulas are derived for the acceleration stepsizes. An important characteristic s
that the accelerated Cimmino family retains the same degree of parallelism as the unaccelerated 
family. 
Three new accelerated algorithms of row projection type- - two for the linear Kaczmarz and Cim- 
mino families and the other one for the nonlinear Cimmino fami ly -  are proposed. The convergence 
of the three proposed algorithms is proven. The linear accelerated Kaczmarz algorithm and Cimmino 
algorithm converge globally. The nonlinear accelerated Cimmino algorithm converges locally. Initial 
numerical experiments are performed with two of the accelerated algorithms and show good signs 
for the tested algorithms. 
Future work includes extending the accelerated Kaczmarz method to nonlinear equations and further 
numerical testing for the proposed algorithms. 
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